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Practice to Develop the Lower Dan Tian & Spiritual Channels 

Body Power. Place both palms over your Lower Dan Tian in your lower abdomen, or place your 
hands in the yin-yang hand position.  

Soul Power. Say hello to inner souls and outer souls.  

Dear soul heart mind and body of my Lower Dan Tian, I love you.  

You have the power to boost my energy, stamina, vitality, and immunity; to open and develop 

my spiritual channels.  

Do a good job. Thank you. 

Dear Tao Source, Divine, all my spiritual fathers and mothers,  

I love, honor and appreciate you all. 

Dear my Soul Language, all my Tao Light Treasures, I love you.  

Please activate to develop my Lower Dan Tian. Please open and develop my spiritual channels.  

I cannot thank you enough. Thank you. 

Mind Power. Visualize golden light shining in your Lower Dan Tian.  

Breath Power. Inhale and expand your abdomen. Exhale and contract your abdomen.  

Sound Power. Combine the Sound Power with Breath Power and a more refined Mind Power 
visualization.  

Step 1  
a. Inhale. Visualize golden light going from your nose down through the center of your body 
and gathering as a ball in your Lower Dan Tian.  

b. Exhale. Chant the sound (e.g., “Ha”) for the Lower Dan Tian. At the same time, the golden 
light ball rotates up from the first Soul House to the Lower Dan Tian, where it rotates and 
explodes in all directions.  

c. Repeat steps 1a and 1b for a total of seven times.  

Step 2  
a. Inhale. Visualize golden light going from your nose down through the center of your body 
and gathering as a ball in your first Soul House.  

b. Exhale. Chant the sound (e.g., “Ha Ha Ha”) for the Lower Dan Tian. The golden light ball 
rotates up from the first Soul House to the Lower Dan Tian, where it rotates and explodes in all 
directions.  

c. Repeat steps 2a and 2b for a total of four times.  
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Step 3  
a. Inhale. Same visualization as in steps 1a and 2a.  

b. Exhale. Chant the Tao song mantra for the Lower Dan Tian.  

Lower Dan Tian 
Step 1: Chant “Ha” once and repeat seven times.  
Step 2: Chant “Ha Ha Ha” and repeat four times.  
Step 3: Chant these five lines and repeat four times.  
Ha Ya  
Ha Ya Ha Ya You  
Ha Ya Ha Ya You  
Ha Ya Ha Ya Ha Ya You  
Ha Ya Ha Ya Ha Ya Ha Ya You 

Visualize the golden light ball rotating as follows:  

When you chant line 1, the golden light ball rotates up from the first Soul House to the Lower 
Dan Tian, then returns down to the first Soul House.  

When you chant lines 2 through 5, the golden light ball rotates up from the first Soul House to 
the Lower Dan Tian, then returns down to the first Soul House. When you chant “You” in these 
lines, visualize the golden ball making a circle. It goes into the spinal cord through an invisible 
hole in front of the tailbone, then flows up the spinal cord to the occipital area, and then goes 
into and through the brain up to the seventh Soul House. From there, it goes back down inside 
your nasal cavity to the palate, and then down through the fifth, fourth, third, and second Soul 
Houses back to the first Soul House.  

c. Repeat steps 3a and 3b for a total of four times. 

Tao Calligraphy Power. Trace Tao Calligraphy Da Ai, greatest love, or Da Kuan Shu, greatest 
forgiveness.  

Close. End your practice session by saying:  
Hao. Hao. Hao.  
Thank you. Thank you. Thank you.  

 


